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Birth control survey among SGA projects
RV TUIMY MOONFY
A birth control survey, amplified
sound at the University Farm and a
student radio listening survey are
among the Student Government
Association's present projects.
The Student Services Committee
and the Communications and Public
Relations Committee are preparing a
birth control survey for female
students, according to Brian Skala.
SGA legislative vice-president.
Vicky Blann, chairperson of the
Communications
and
Public
Relations Committee, said the
planned survey would determine if
female students here would use a
birth control service. If such a service
is established. Blann said, the Health
Center would provide counseling and
birth control devices. "A second
survey for males may follow this
one." Blann added.
"It's an important service. It's
going to be important for people to
answer the survey honestly." Blann
said. "We have to see if there is an
interest and a need for such a service."
"The survey will probably be a
random sampling of female students
and will be done through the mail."
Blann said. The surveys will be
confidential.
A campus birth control service was
supported by 86.3 percent of 2,392
students voting in a referendum
during lasf April's SGA election.
Blann said the referendum did not
separate male and female voters and
was not specific about services

Work includes radio survey, farm use study
needed This year's survey will
provide that information, she said.
Till-: BUUHNC. and Grounds
Committee is checking the possibility
of allowing amplified sound to be used
at the University Farm. Using sound
amplification equipment is prohibited
there now The committee has been
talking to residents who live near the
farm to see what would and would not
bother them It also tested how far
certain levels of sound travel from the
farm.
The Student Services Committee is
working on a Radio Listeners survey
The survey would determine when
most students listen to the radio, what
stations they listen to and what kind of
music they like to hear. This would be
an effort to have more "students'
programming" broadcast.
The committee has talked to
representatives of the WJSY radio
station to get feedback on this idea
Sajan Thomas, senate chairperson
pro-tempore. and Skala have been
gathering
information
on the
possibility
of
semi-monthly
paychecks for student university
employees.
Student employees now are paid
once a month. Skala said he felt
students would benefit from two
paychecks a month.
As an incentive to complete this, he
said. SGA officers are receiving their
paychecks once a month instead of .

semi-monthly, as they previously
were
Pat O'Donoghue. member of the
Student Services Committee, is
working on the possibility of equipping a JMU bus for handicapped
students here He said he has contacted other universities who have
provided special buses for their

handicapped
students.
"Groups
represent ing disabled persons have,
also been asked to provide in4
formation on the buses." O'Lonoghue
said
\ VARIETY of different companies
can provide existing vans with
equipment for the handicaped or
arrange the purchase of new vans.
See SGA. page 2

Alcohol rule enforcement
harsher at Greek parties
By TAMMY MOONKY

Alcohol policies here are being
more strictly enforced this year,
although they have not been changed,
according to Donna Harper, assistant
dean of students.
State Alcohol Beverage Commission officers have been doing
more investigations to determine the
effectiveness of the recent law
changing the "off-premise" beer
drinking age from 18 to 19. Harper
said.
Fraternities and sororities were
urged to check identification of age
before letting students into parties for
which tickets have been sold. Harper
said. Students must have I.D. on their
person if an ABC officer comes to the
party and asks for ID., according to
state law
.

•«.■

Greek organizations were told this
at an August workshop sponsored by
the Office of Student Affairs
"ABC all over Virginia is probably
going to be cracking down, so we
figured we'd better, too," said David
Chipman. Inter-fraternity Council
president. "Fraternities have to
crack down because there are
students under 18 on campus," he
said. "We're protecting ourselves and
the students."
Greek organizations are required to
sell tickets to their parties in advance,
not at the door. Harper said, adding
they must submit a guest list to the
Office of Student Affairs by 2 p.m. the
day of the party. Greek groups can
have one keg per 30 people, 'but no
See ALCOHOL, page 2

events
I.FFT: Trick or Treat for
Tots was held Wednesday
evening in Frederikson Mali.
Sponsored
by
business
fraternity Delta Sigma Pi. the
event was for about 25 poor
children from llarrisonburg.
Rir.HT: Janice Mastrion
whips Tim Rinner (right) and
Guy I.evgraaf in White Hall's
haunted house. The event was
held in conjunction with other
Village and Hillside dorms:
proceeds henefitted Co-op. a
local home for the handicapped.

This
issue...
The JMl' soccer team
halted its losing streak by
defeating Fastern Mennonitie
College 2-0 Wednesday afternoon See Sports, page 13.
Rand Director Michael
Davis will resign from his post
here Nov. I to direct the
DisnevWorld
Rand
in
Orlando. Fla. See storv. page
:\
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• Alcohol
i Continued from page I >
more than seven kegs at one
party A notice that IDs are
required should be posted at
the party door, she said
Some Greek organizations
will refund ticket money if a
student does not have an I.D.
or is not M years old. Others
groups say they tell students
of the regulations before
tickets are purchased and that
they will not refund money.
Lisa Wood, social chairperson of Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority, said. "A lot of times
you know popie are over 18
and vou iust can't let them in

+SGA—

(Continued from page 1)
"It would be a relatively
low-cost project and this
service
is
needed."
O'Donoghue said.
"A special van would also
help students with orthopedic
injuries." O'Donoghue said.
"^C^-He estimated at_ least 20
people a week would benefit
from the bus service.
The SGA is working with
Radford University on the
possibility of holding a forum
with state legislators in Richmond.
"A forum would provide a

I think its ridiculous to card
everyone at a party. I think a
party is different than a bar.*'
ABC officers can come into
parties where tickets have
been sold. According to Wood,
the most common ways for a
group to break the law are:
-If the group admitted
students to the party without
checking ID.
-If they had more beer than
was allowed.
-If the organization was
serving people that were
already under the influence.
-If an ABC officer requests
an ID from a person at the

place for state school's SGAs
to get together and exchange
ideas." he added.
"It would also form a link
between state politics and
university politics." Ska la
said.
Other projects include: a
test bank, a Speak-out Forum
on the SGA to be held in
November, a service to
provide absentee ballots to
students, an SGA SenateFaculty Senate Forum and
work on new ideas for Spring
Fever activites with the
University Program Board.

party and the person has none
Harper
said
if
an
organization is found in
violation of an ABC law. the
matter is beyond university
control.
In September 19H0, Theta
Chi fraternity was suspended
from holding open parties
through the end of that
semester
for
various
violations, including a fight at
a party.
Kappa Sigma fraternity lost
its closed party privilege in
April 1981 through the end of
that semester for a violation

RIB EYE DINNER
Includes Entree, Potato, Texas toast
& all the salad you can eat

2 for $6.99
coupon good for entire party
good thru 12-5-81

MIDWAY MARKET
Thurs. - Sunday ^,
157 Warsaw Ave.

434-7948

Budweiser 12 pk.
Busch Btls.
Michelob (reg.)
Molson-Golden Ale, Beer, Ale
Stroh's 12 pk. btls.
"Bull" btls.
Old Mill 12 pks.
Lite cans
Mickeys

Wilier Circle
433-1834
with this ad. SKATE for only $2JOO
SKATES INCLUDED any Thursday
7:30-10:00 PM
expires 1 T-81

^r

Bud returnables (24)
^
Old Mill 7'/2 gal. keg
Bud 7tt gal. keg
Old Mill 15V2 gal. keg
Busch 15 to gal. keg
Tuborg Gold 15V2 gal. keg
Pretzels 4 lb. box
Chips 3 lb. box
Slim Jims (5)
Cigarettes carton
Cheese curls % lb.
Bob s peppermint sticks
Cookies
Ice 10 lbs.

QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
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HALLOWEEN PARTY IN THE LOUNGE SAT. OCT. 31 $t
Best Costume wins a

Free Dinner for two

Dante to ■•« fawl* nttit and request
Ltnnff 4*31*2 an
Dntif I an-4 in
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SUNDAY RIBS* REDSKINS

\

- 4 tn
SUNDAY DININ0 *•* in

COUNTRY CASUALS^)

next to A&P
Cloverleaf Shopping Center
M-F - 930-9
Sat.- 9:30-6

*
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FOR GUYS & GALS
Mountain Parkas
Vests & Outerwear
Chamois Shirts
Wool Shirts
Flannel Shirts

4.39
1.99
2.79
2.99
3.99
1.89
3.79
2.19
1.89
8.49
15.95
20.49
25.95
28.95
21.95
3.99
3.99
.89
4.89
1.39
.69
2 for 1.00
.99
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Band director leaving JMU for Florida post
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On Nov i1. r..tuc„..!
for the first timeiin more..than four
years. Michael Davis will not be directing the
•James Madison University Marching Dukes
Davis is moving to Orlando. Florida to direct
the Walt Disney World Band.
The Disney band consists of 16 professional
musicians, who Davis said are "top notch
professional musicians."
Davis accepted the position because
"directing a professional band at the age of 37
was something I thought was worthwhile."
He became involved with Disney World in
the summer of 1980. He was hired in the
summer of 1981. to direct Disney World's AllAmerica n College Marching Band. The band
consisted of 22 of the country's finest college
musicians, including three from JMU.
Although Davis is excited about his new job.
he has mixed emotions about leaving JMU.
"I'm going to miss the big sound and big look
of our band." Davis said. "Most of all I'm
going to miss the kids. I've had tremendous
people here.
Music department faculty and students
regret Davis' departure.
"We're sad to see him go," said Dr. Joseph
Estock. head of the department of music.
"We're optimistic that he has developed the
program in such a way to make it strong in the
future."
Scott Horton. a trumpeter for the marching

h^nrl
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oand,
tend, said of I)a»
Da.

Hi'sanM^iM^
M* s an excellent man.

Hell be tough t ■■■place"
<
Davis leaves JMU proud of his accomplishments and the accomplishments of
tne hand.
"We are Virginia's finest." he said "We've
proved it by the standing ovations we've
received at UVa Tech and William and
Mary.
■ Davis was quick to add," ».,e man didn't do
this job. It took a whole department "
Davis believes his replacement, yet to be
chosen will' be fortunate to direct the marching band.

'Mo$t of all I'm going
to mm the kid*.'
This band will continue to be strong and
good Davis said. "As long as Joe Estock and
Dr. Carrier are here the band will never be
Riven the short end of the stick"
Davis said that while in Florida he'll continue to pursue his two major goals.
"I want to spend as much time with my
family as possible." he said. "I would also
some day like to conduct a movie soundtrack "

S^CETSS*"' n'vb *~' **™™*"
Student
send-off,
improves

Student joins in Bicentennial
describes siege reenactment as a hassle
Rv
TFRRI JONES
IftMi-g
By TFRRl

A James Madison University student participated in the "last
hurrah of America s Bicentennial," the Oct.16 reenactment of the
siege and surrender of the British at Yorktown
Senior John Listman described his experience at Yorktown by
quoting American author Thomas Paine: "It was the time that
tried men's souls."
Listman said although Paine wrote these words in an attempt
to clarify why the Americans were f ighting their King, it is also
an appropriate way to express the feelings of those who came to
reenact the siege and surrender of Yorktown "
Marching for miles, standing for hours in the cold listening to
official speeches and dealing with the demands of the American
Park Service were only a few of the hardshops borne byJ the
soldiers, Listman said.
The park service was probably the biggest disappointment,
according to Listman.
They didn't allow soldiers to take casualties (fall as if shot)
because the Park Service feared if someone was really hurt no
one would know for about 30 minutes. No combat was permitted
closer than 30 to 40 feet and cannon fire was restricted to once
every five minutes.
IM/RING TIIF processional march on Monday, the U.S. secret
service did not permit the "camp followers" to participate. Camo
followers are women who travel with the unit to cook, wash and
nurse the sick.
All men underwent a security check prior to the reenactment
but women did not. Listman said the secret service was afraid one
of the women might be concealing a weapon in her skirt or cloak
The women were mad and I can't say I blame them," Listman

said "They put as much intoit as we do
Listman described the reenactment as dirty, cold hectic
disappointing and hassling.
**«u,ne«ic.
But when asked bow long he will continue participating, he was
quick to reply. "As long as it holds out. I'll keep doing it "
Listman is a member of the 23rd Regiment of Foot, the Royal
Welch Fusilier. Although he joined the regiment only mree y£rs
ir erested in histor
35"
Ka,dwas
£ *"!£*?
* interested in the
y^
«* JJI
boy £3
He said he
particularly
18th century
^ Jn a lot of ways, I wish I could go back to the 18th century." he
By becoming a member of the British unit and reenacting
Revolutionary battles. Listman is almost able to go back "It^sl
fantasy; its a role playing." he explained.
HIS UNIT dresses in self-made British uniforms, modeled after
ujm-orms depicted in 18th century paintings and described to
SETS; E? if?T™ are * accurate as research allows, right
down to the 36-button coat, according to Listman
lbe b
i8ttS«hf^3i
"??n np rf "* 2M regi,nent and <»nys
SiSffK* reP,ica™'Jfk«te/ purchased from private gun shops.

Wh le in campjhe "soldiers" sleep in tents and sWtinies
cook the r own food When they do cook, they usually eat as did
soilders in the 18th century. This is usually bread and eggs or fish
for breakfast and a stew for dinner.
During battle there-are muskets firing, cannons going off
soldiers engaged in hand-to-hand combat and men falling to the
ground.
•'Every once in a while you get the feeling that you're really
there.^ Listman said, adding that "imagination has a lot to do

Rv IFFF GAMMAGE
James
Madison
University
student
Doris Ann Craig, shot in
the head during an
apparent
attempted
murder in her apartment Oct. 19, now is in
stable condition.
Craig is no longer in
intensive care, although
she
remains
at
University Hospital in
CharlottesviHe,
a
spokesman there said!
Craig was removed
from
a
respirator
Sunday, according to
family friend Mike
Dickerson. "In general
she's doing very well,"
he said.
He added Craig is
regaining feeling in her
right side, which had
been lost shortly after
the shooting. "She can
feel her right leg when
it's massaged." he said.
Dickerson said his information on Craig's
condition came from
Craig's sister.

Automobile engine catches fire
as employee drives from JMU

Phntn By Yn Naqayii

\ H7!VO|.KS\V\r.O\ was damaged vostordav

By !FFF GAMMAGF
A
James
Madison
University employee escaped
injury yesterday when her
car's engine caught fire as she
drove east on. Duke's Drive
near the tennis courts.
The fire may have been
caused by a broken gas line,
according to Lt. ML. Groah of
the
Harrisonburg
Fire
Department.
Joyce Shifflett, a secretary
here, was on her way home
from work about 5:15 p.m.
when she smelled gasoline in
her 1973 Volkswagon. she said.
She rolled down the window to
release the fumes, but glanced
in the rear view mirror and
saw smoke, she added.
Volkswagon's engines are

located in the rear of the
vehicle.
She pulle/i onto the westbound shoulder of the road
and got out of the car, she
said. It was then she noticed
the engine was on fire.
Shifflett was being followed
home by friend Lynn Wright,
Shifflett said. Wright pulled
over after seeing flames in the
engine of Shifflett's car, she
added. Wright then ran to the
campus security building to
get help.
After arriving, the fire
department extinguished the
flames with water in less than
a minute, according to witnesses at the scene.

Two men who noticed the
flames stopped their car and
unsuccessfully attempted to
put out the fire with two fire
extinguishers, according to
witnesses.
The fire destroyed the
engine and burnt much of the
back hood of the car. The heat
from the fire blew out the
automobile's rear window,
Groah said
After the flames were extinguished, Groah examined
the engine and said the car's
gas line was broken and still
leaking. This may have
caused the fire, although the
fuel line could have broken
during the fire itself, Groah
said.
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SeCUlity firSt-aid

skills held to basics
Hv

\\M:
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First-aid training of James
Madison University security
officers is limited to basic
skills taught through the
police academy, according to
Alan MacNutt. director of
campus security.
Unable to identify the basic
first-aid techniques taught.
MacNutt noted. "It is not an
advanced course."
Security police are required
to receive basic first-aid instruction before becoming
certified Virginia state police
officers But under Virginia
law. the officers are not
required to gain periodic
recertification of these skills.
Campus security policy
requires all campus police to
view a 90-minute training film
each year. The film covers
eight categories of first aid
techniques, including cardiopulminary resuscitation.
"We would like to have
more than that." MacNutt
said. "But at this point, we do
not have anything < else) on an
annual basis."
Campus security has tried
to expand its first aid training
policy, according to MacNutt.
But. "It is extremely difficult
to get any kind of formalized
instruction." he said. "The
academy does not offer any
refresher courses, so we have
to get it on our own.".
Officers are encouraged to
participate in community
sponsored first-aid courses
and are paid for their outside
instruction. MacNutt said.
"With the (city) rescue squad
nearby, it is not as critical of a
situation." he added.

Also discussed during the
evaluation was the possibility
of forming a campus-located
rescue squad
Problems
associated .with this idea involved "jurisdiction
and
funding." Daniel said
"Our
policy.
since
Man-land Avenue Rescue
Squad is so convenient, is
there would not be any advantage in it (having a squad
located on campus)." Daniel
said
Harrisonburg also depends
on the Maryland Avenue
Rescue Squad's service. A
Harrisonburg police
spokesman said. "Because
the rescue squad is so active.
• Harrisonburg police) do not
go into an in-depth first aid
training"

Port Republic
1-81

I Master Charge
MOuLARD

JoMnsonS

434-3455

@lebta44/i€mt

NOW OPEN 24 HOURS
"EARLY BIRD SPECIAL"
10:30 pm - 6:30 am only

2 EGGS (ANY STYLE)
COFFEE
* nn

TOAST

How to
recognize
thereat
taste of
beer at
6 M.P.H.

KMKRGKNCY FIRST-AID
training of security police was
evaluated last year after
incidents involving a concussion during a basketball
game on Greek Row and the
death of a wrestler during an
intramural wrestling event,
according to Dr. Lacy Daniel,
dean of students.
In the Greek Row incident,
two security officers were
accused of not offering firstaid assistance to a student
who
lapsed
into
unconciousness and subsequent
convulsions after being hit in
the head with a basketball.
The Harrisonburg Rescue
squad also came under fire for
allegedly refusing to respond
to calis from fraternity
members until they received
verification of the injury from
campus security.
MacNutt said at the time
that he stood behind the actions taken by the two officers,
but admitted that security's
first-aid training is "a
problem."
Complaints were lodged
with the Student Government
association, and with Daniel.
After the evaluation, the
Office of Student Affairs
"basically decided what we
had was sufficient." Daniel
said
\ SUGGESTION had been
submitted to have "identifiable'' first-aid people
located throughout campus
But the suggestion was tabled
due to problems concerning
the amount and type of
training these people would
•receive"

Give Hurt Student a Hue Ribbon!
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JMU's 'wish list' announced by SGA officer

ll\
Kv TW1MY
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The Capital Outlay Request
from the Office of Institutional
Research and Budget was
announced
at
Monday's
Executive Council meeting by
Jenny Bond, administrative
vice president.
Rond said the request is
James Madison University's
"wish list" for the next
biennial. The list goes from
JMU lo the State Council on
Higher
Education.
the
governor and then to the
General Assembly, Bond said.
The request gives priority to
safety and the handicapped,
she said.
The top priority request
asks for $300,000 to finish
removing asbestos
from
campus buildings.
The second priority request
deals with service for the
handieapped. It asks for

tfilUl
fUMl in
$600,000
to n\ana
place olaiiolnri:
elevators in
in

specific buildings and to
renovate existing elevators.
The rest of the outlay
request applies for: $330,000 to
finish Miller Hall. $7,000,000 to
build a classroom-lab building
for the Communications and
FineArts
Department:
$6,000,000 to $7,000,000 to build
a coal fired heating plant:
$460,000
to
complete
classrooms, offices and labs
under the new stadium addition: $400,000 to convert
Keezell Hall pool into offices:
$300,000 to repair the roofs of
several buildings: $150,000 to
purchase three parcels of real
estate, and $75,000 to plan the
renovations
of
Burruss,
Wilson and Keezell Halls.
The Capital Outlay Request
asks for $15,615,000 to
$16,615,000 from the state.

THE SUN ROOM
For November
a Thanksgiving Special
20 visit l$20
reg. 20 visits /$40
New Hours
Mon-Tue 10-5
Weds. 10-1
Thur-Fri 10-5
Sat 10-3
51 Court Square 434-9469

WERNER'S MARKET
PARTY PACKAGE STORE
915 South HitLh Street
434-6895
Old Mil Longnecks Free Ice (24) 6.99
Old Milwaukee Party Pac 12/12 3.99
Old Milwaukee Bottles N/R
1.99
u
>>
SchlitzPrem Go For Schlitz 2.19
Black Horse Ale Bot N/R
2.19
Schmidts Premium 6 pk.
159
Old German 6 pk.
1.59

IlllVU
BOND
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JMU

...ill
will

probably get the money for
asbestos removal over the
next two years, and the other
funds may come in the future.
SGA President Lynn Tipton
said, she would be getting
information on birth control
from Virginia Tech at the
Virginia Student Association
of Higher Education meeting
on Nov. 8.
The VASA meeting will be
held this month at the College
of William and Mary. VASA
includes the SGA presidents
and senators from statesupported schools. It meets
monthly at different colleges.
Ted Colna. SGA treasurer,
said leftover books from the
SGA book sale were given to
the Therapeutic Residential
Experience for Emotional
Stability.
Other leftover books were
given to the Lynville State
Prison and Abraxus House, a
home for juvenile delinquents.
Colna said.
Colna said about 600 books
were left by students after the

■_ i«L.

,

sale Thenn
SGA had four books
reported as lost at this year's
sale, he added.
The SGA sold about onethird of the books to a
publishing house for $271.
Colna said. "We actually
made
money
(on
the
booksale) for the first year."
Colna said. "Next year they
i leftover books) will be given
away. too. so if students don't
want them they won't be
thrown away."
Brian Skala. legislative vice
president, reported he is
getting the run around about
providing students with bimonthly paychecks. Skala
said he talked with many
people and no one will give
him a date when students will
get semi-monthly paychecks.
TIPTON CALLED for signs
in the typing room stating the
new policy for using the room.
Students will no longer have to
exchange their ID for a key to
the typing room, she said.
From now on the room will be
unlocked all day.

4342282

Apprentice
Shelley

Great Cuts
268 Newman Avenue
Hamsonburq, VA

Only $5.00

PUMPKINS
INDIAN CORN^krs
COORDS
\Vj)
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS «R

., HALLOWEEN
'tkmimkjinMibfiCL.^
H. Ken Elkins, C.L.U.

Keg Room Specials
FREE ICE SAVE $4.00 FREE ICE
Old Milwaukee-SchlitzMalt Liquor
Your Choice $2695 FREE ICE
Old Milwaukee 7ft gal.
"free ice" save $ 3.00-16.95
Ice 20 lb. Bag
1.69
Milk Shenandoah 1 gal. jug
2.09
Eggs extra large "fresh " doz.
.89
Orange juice fresh 100% qt.
.99
Apples 4 lb. bag
.69
Apple cider gallon jug
1.79
Film developing 50% discount
"ROBB FOR GOVERNOR

>>

Representing

Locally

Since 1967
Phone - 828-3373
'Ensure When You Insure"

....

"I'm sick and tired of
students abusing the (typing)
machines."
Tipton
said.
There are problems with
-students themselves trying to
fix the typewriters when they
break, she added. She said
there is a general lack of
concern for the room.
The Executive Council
discussed Tipton's and Bond's
upcoming trip to New Orleans
for the National Convention on
Student Services.
Student
Government
Association Senators will vote
Tuesday on whether students
desire a voting or non-voting
student member on the Board
of Visitors. SGA President
Lynn Tipton said.
A passing vote on this does
not guarentee a student,
member on the board, she
added.
Tipton said the Virginia
Associaton
of
Higher
Education was calling for a
vote on this issue from each
state-supported school.
If Virginia state-supported
schools decide this is a good
idea, VASA will lobby for it in
Richmond. Tipton said.
Last year's SGA president.
Chuck Cunningham, sent a
"no" vote to VASA from
James Madison University
without consulting anyone on
it or holding a vote. Tipton
said.

Opinions
on changes
By ANN RICHARDSON
Student opinion is divided
over the possibility of altering
Tuesday and Thursday class
schedules, according to Jenny
Bond. Student Government
Association legislative vice
president.
The plan, would begin
classes on the hour or half
hour, and allow 15 minutes,
between classes. Classes
would end at 6:15 rather than
5:45 on Tuesday and Thursday.
Opinion is divided mainly
between the upper and underclassmen. Bond said
"Generally.
the
upperclassmen really don't see a
need for change, whereas the
underclassmen were a little
more interested in the
change." she noted.
Opinion was further divided
between residence halls. Bond
said The bluestone dorms
which house mostly upperclassmen feel the current
ten minutes between classes
was adequate. Village, lake
and Greek Row area residents ,
were interested in the time
change because of their
distance from up-campus
classrooms. Bond noted.

$te*.

LUNCHEON SPECIAL

$1.89

CHOWDER AND CHOICE .
FISH, CHICKEN OR CRAB SANDWICH
CLAM CHOWDER, SM DRINK

Tv&Kktik.

X

SEAFOOD
■tCartton*.
HarrHonbufa, VA.
.'."■.'.'.,
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JMU political clubs
to work in election
By V.\l. Ill UK
The Young Republicans and
Young Democrats will participate in the upcoming
gubernatorial election
through
distribution
of
literature and obtaining absentee ballots for James
Madison University students.
It has not been decided
whether the groups will hold a
mock election on campus
President of the Young
Republicans MargoCoble said
her 25 members have already
canvassed campus residence
halls
polling
student
preferences for governor.
Most of the group's involvement has been through
work downtown in the
Harrisonburg
Republican
headquarters, she said.
The Young Democrats had
its first meeting Wednesday.
Sept
fi • Vice-president
Richard Horan discussed
participation in the campaign.

\ clijh president is to be
chosen after the election
They plan to participate in
phono hanks
Members of the Young
Democrats call local residents
at random, and ask them their
preference for covernor On
election (lav thev call hack to
remind those democrats to
vote
Horan said being involved in
this type of organization
enables workers to meet other
students across Virginia who
are also participating in the
election
He noted that while Robb is
currently ahead in the polls by
II points, there are a lot of
issues in tl^prampaign that
deserve consideration
Coble said this "will be an
exciting election because it's
the first since Reagan has
been in office " She predicts
the election "will be a close
race "

AH

STOP
IN
Lite cans $2.29
Bic Pens 4/1.00
Canada Dry sodas $1.69
7-up two liters $1.19
FREE COFFEE MIDNIGHT TIL FIVE
BEER BY THE CASE DISCOUNTS
Checks, Food Stamps, Coupons welcome
Port Republic Road open 24 hrs. 4344805
sssssssssssssssssssssssssss

the

iMfoman

4S4-M70

university
hairstylist

BULL YOUR WAY
THROUGH COLLEGE!

(BeMad LuWD " 433-9533

ALL PERMS $27
long hair extra

WILCO
»»*»*#**»##»•»»»»»»»«

GAS PRICES
Reg
1.20.9
Unleaded
1.27.9
Milk gallon 1.89
2 liter drink 1.19
Cigarettes
.52
per pack
Anti-Freeze 4.52
gallon
BEER SPECIALS
Old Mil 12 ozBottles 1.99
Budweiser 12 oz Bottles 2.09

1437 South Main St
434-1891

...■»««■■■

Bull your way through college with a six-pak of Schlitz Malt
Liquor.The great change-of-pace drink with a taste that has
It all over beer. Perfect when you want something to go with
speciM times: like after the party, before the party. ano\of
co'ivj. during the party.
Eut whatever you do this semester, do it with
Schlitz Malt Liquor. Because when it comes to great
taste we've always made the grade.

SCHUT7 MALT LKHrOft
DOT SAY BEER SAY BULL!
1979 Jo* SchM/Bf«w«i« Gi Mil******* »«w otrw* *re«t crt<n

Dod Distributing C6., Inc.
Verona, VA

ANNOUNCEMENTS
LECTORI
"It There Anything Pecotlar About The
Number 4?" It being presented by the
Mathematics and Computer Science
Department. The address will be given
by Or. Herta Freltag,
profattor
emeritus from Melllnt College, at 13*
p.m. Nov. 4, South Ballroom, WCC.

PLACEMENT
our weekly CPBP service of
"Resume Cover
LttMr
Reviews,"
provided every Thursday, V-IITW a.m.
■ring typed resume in finished form for
individual staff assistance. Na appointments necessary, first-come, flrstsarveel basis.
For Individual staff Kelp, attend "Career
Questions," a weekly CPAP service,
Tuesdays. 1-1 p.m. This service It
daolanid especially for underclassmen
fa discuss choosing a ma|or and ether
career questions. No appointment
necessary.
first-come,
first-served
easls
_J
LECTURE
"A One-Way Ticket to America." the
•lory of one person's escape from Nail
Germany and climb to success against
Improbable odd*, will be the topic of an
address by Dr. Herta Freltag, professor
MUtrlfut from Holllns College. Tito talk
(rill be presented by PI Mu Epsllon, Nov.
I at
4
p.m.
In
Burruss
114.
CAMPUS MASSES
Catholic Masses are held 4 p.m.
Thursdays, Religious Cantor; S p.m
Saturdays. Room C. WCC; Sundays.
"—• a.m. and It neon. Ballroom WCC

i

*

*DRACULAONWMRA
An audio fast of baft wings, vampire
tcreamt and other macabre sounds
awaits listeners this season when
"Draeuia" airs on WMRA Oct. 34 at r.n
p.m. This Halloween special It a clastic
thriller produced by the National Radio
Theater of Chicago and will be heard at
part
of
the
NPC
Playhouse.
INTRAMURALS
Swimming ami Diving* Rosters for
November activities are due 4 p.m. Nov.
t In Godwin 344.
Racquetball- Sign up by noon Nov. S
at the Intramural Bulletin Board across
from
Oodwln
1M.
Bowling* For December, sign up by
noon Doc. 1 at the Intramural Bulletin
Board acrost from
Oodwln
M0J.
PLANETARIUM SCHEDULE
The wens Planetarium will present
"Pegasus it Back" at 7 and • p.m. Oct.
M In Millar Hall.

EXHIBITION
The Department of Student Activities
will present an exhibition on Black
American Landmarks, a history of Mack
Americans through architectural sites
It will be presented 7<34 t:J4 p.m. Nov.
M, Room C, WCC.
i
TALENTSEARCH
New Mexico Steto University it sponsoring an All American Collegiate
Talent Search. Students Interested
should submit entries on video cassettes
or caitete tape accompanied by a
photograph. Any type of performing
talent it eligible in this nationwide
search for the best collegiate talent. All
entries mutt be received by S p.m. Dec.
4, Wtl.
ENGLISH PROFICIENCY TEST
The Communication Arts Department's English Proficiency Test will be
given four times before
(registration
ends. The test it a prerequisite tor
Comm. Ill, Newswrlting.The teit will be
given 3-4 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 3; 3-4 p.m..
Wednesday, Nov. II; M p.m. Monday.
Nov. 14 and 3-4 p.m. Wednesday, Nov.*
II. All test will be In room 112 WinePrice. Those wishing to take the test
should sign up In the Comm. Arts office,
room
113
WIne-Prtce.
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STUDENTS NEEDED
Four students are needed taring
semester to assist in the publication of
THE VIRGINIA CHILD PROTECTION
NEWSLETTER, a publication about
child abate and neglect. Applications
are available from the Canter far Child
Abuse Education in Johnston IN or from
Gary Smith (Sociology), William Nelson
(Pol.
Science).
Jeann
Grayson
(Psychology),
or Alan
Neckewtti
(Comm.
Artt).
STUDENT R E L ATIONS COMMITTB E
There will be a Student Relation*
Committee meeting at 7 p.m. Nov. > b»
Room
I,
Meiianlne.
WCC
PHYSICS SERIES "
The Physics Department presents a
aorfet of film lectures By Richard P>.
Feynman. The second film. "The
Relation of Mathematics to Physlct"
will be shewn at 7 p.m. Nov. I, In Weils
Auditorium. Millar Hall.
DISCIPLESHIP LEADERSHIP
The Di.clpl.shlp Leadership Training
session, led by Rev. John Cepanhavar,
will be held e-7 p.m. Nov. 1. The study,
on "Baptism and the New Birth", will Ba
hold at the Wesley Foundation Student
Center
at
«N
S.
Meeon
»•

ESCORT SERVICES j
Escort services are available la
women who need to be out on campus
after dark. To arrange for an escort, caH
the THE office at 7441, the AXP office at
saw or sett or campus security cadets at
«M1. Hourt-TKE II - 11 p.m., Friday
through Sunday, AXF - f - 11 p.m.
Sunday through Thursday. IF YOU USE
THESE SERVICES. (MAKE SURE
YOUR ESCORT HAS AFFROFRIATR
IDENTIFICATION.
JAZZ BAND
\<*
The JMU Jau Band will present a
concert with the Shanandaah Conservatory Jau Ensemble at I p.m. Oct.
It in Wilton Auditorium. Admission H
free.
l

introduction to Art Therapy, Art SW
E, will be offered the second iimiefr.
Dr. Phil James will teach this data with
Jayne Hoffmen, a graduate intern tram
Vermont College of Norwich University.
Students In the art's, psychology, special
education, and social work are encouraged to enroll. The clot* mean MW
isee-letd
and
F
I*
NEWLIFE SINGERS
The Wesley Foundation New Life
Sinqers is a Christian contemporary
music qroup which meets Thursdays af
4:30 p.m. in Duke MJOT. The group is
directed by Linda J Farquharson. in.
structor ol music at JMU, and is planning out-of-town concerts during second
semester. Singers and instrumentalists
are needed? flute, trumpet, percussion,
quitar, strinq bass, keyboard. For information contact—Karen Waid at 4331714 or Linda J Farquharson at 433-4444.

Announcement
Deadline
All announcements should be typed
double spaced and brought' to The
Breeie announcement box in the
basement of Wine Price Please specify
in what issue datesf^the announcement
should runThe deadline for an
nouncements in the Thursday issue is 5
p m Monday and for the Monday issue
is 5 p m Friday Announcements will
not be accepted by phone
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r UPB
Activities
Line

UPCOMING
EVENTS

$15.00
includes transportation, admission
and dinner
sign Up In UPB Office

JMU
Homecoming
Revue P
November 4
Wilson Hall
8:00pm
Free!!!

4334604

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM BOARD
& SKI CLUB PRESENT

CHARLES
CharfcsTbwn
Races
TOWN
RACES
November 11, 1981

l(24HooniDiV)j

^

Smu§§lertNotcf\ .
\J \J

Jefferaonuille. Vermont 05464

$ 156.50Includes
January 2-7
— lodging in slopeside condominiums
—skiing on 3 mountains
special parties
mlive bands in The Village
' Stop by UPB office for further
information

HOMECOMING DANCE
Semi-formal
with

Sandcastle
November 6
9:00-1:00

rr-

$3.00 single
$5.00 couple

WCC

BALLROOM

and wtial WIN be left of hem?

October 30, 31
7:30, 10:00
G/S Theatre
$1.25 w/ID
$1.75 guest
DONT
MISS
THIS
* THRILLER!!

*■■* Miimai

October 30,31
Midnight
Movie
$1.00
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Norman Blake offers 'immaculate bluegrass
Itv ( IHTON IIOYT

. On Sunday night the Elbow Room
presented Norman Blake and the
Rising Fawn String Band. This was
Blake's fourth appearance
in
Harrisonburg and his second show at
the Elbow Room: he has also played
at Eastern Mennonite College and the
Other Place.
The mention of an upcoming
Norman Blake concert inevitably
produces a variety of reactions. Most

deal of weight in recent years), with a
scraggly goatee and greasy black hair
tied back in a short ponytail. Norman
Blake looks like he should be pumping
gas or packing turkeys. He wears no
rhinestones. no cowboy hat—not even
the obligatory saddle boots.
But trie people at the Elbow Room
Sunday night were not there to look at
Norman Blake. They were there to
hear him play—and play he did,
delivering number after number from

'Norman Blake look* lite
he should be pumping gaM
or packing turkey>#.'

NORMAN BLAKE played to a small
but enthusiastic crowd Sunday night

Photo by

at

the

Elbow

Mike Evans

Room.

people at James Madison University
respond to the news with a shrug of
the shoulders or a scratch of the head
and the question "Blake who?" But to
legions
of
folk-arid bluegrass
listeners. Norman Blake is a sort of
god of the guitar.
At first glimpse, Norman Blake
seems like an unlikely candidate for
such an exalted status. Short and
heavy (although he has lost a great

his inexhaustable repertoire of
tradtional songs and old-time fiddle
tunes. The disciples listened intently
to every note, checking carefully for
any sign of the slightest mistake.
After the show, one of the faithful
followers was heard to say,"I think he
made a mistake on 'Around the Horn'
See

Blake, page >H
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'Don Giovanni opera well-done

Photo by

YO

Naqaya

l><>\ GIOVANNI (James .lavore) attempts to win the aristocratic Donna Anna (Candance Coetzi.

By JEFF BILYEl'
The Goldovosky Grand Opera presented Mozart's
Don Oiovani Tuesday to a full audience ii, Wilson Hall
auditorium.
The opera, which was performed in English rather
than Italian, lost little in translation. The plot details
the misadventures of Don Gjovani (the Italian name
for Don Juan) and his eventual demise. Don
Giovanni, played by James Javore, has been
described by Soren Kierkegaard as "desire incarnate." He seduces thousands of women, and even
has his servant keep a record of his conquests. In the
opera we see his treatment of women from three
different stations of life.
In the first scene, he attempts to rape the
aristocrat. Donna Anna, played by Candance Goetz. .
Her father rushes to her aid but is slain by Don
Giovanni, who then escapes unidentified. Next we
hear Donna Elvira reveal how she was dishonored
and deserted by Don Giovanni. Finally, we find
Zerlina. a peasant girl played by Sheryl King Lazzarotti, being tempted by Don Giovanni on her
wedding day.
These three women eventually compare notes and
expose Don Giovanni as a despicable characater and
attacker. In a scene in the graveyard where Donna
Anna's father is immortalized, Don Giovanni defies
the statue-spirit of his victim. Later when the spirit
comes to Don Giovanni's castle to demand his
repentance. Don Giovanni refuses to save himself
and is cast into hell.
Javore played a convincing scoundrel with an
overpowering personality. But perhaps the most
entertaining roles were those of the comic characters
Leporello and Masetto. Leoporello, Don Giovanni's
servant, played by Thomas Hammons, complains
throughout the opera in a basso voice and frequently
proclaims his intention to leave Don Giovanni. His
service to Don Giovanni is more inspired by fright
than by loyalty.
Masetto. played by Michael Wiilson, is the boy
betrothed to the peasant girl Zerlina. He is outraged
at Don Giovanni's advances upon his future wife, and
is disgusted at her weakness in repelling them.
Although slightly exaggerated at times, Willson's
portrayal of Masetto's character was very impressive.
Despite the drawbacks presented by the acoustics
of Wilson aduitorium, the production came off well,
attesting to the professionalism of the Goldovsky
.Opera, Theatre* ,,,,,.....•>..»..•■•-•
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Larry Daniel
world's
youngest
4th degree
black belt
performs
at J.M.U.
Pholo by Yo Naqaya

IXHRV

DANIEL

succeeded

in

breaking

through 11.mi ine wood and five layers of cinder

X

block durinir hfs urinnrrs-fration on Wednsdav.
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• Blake
'Continued from page 9)
hut it sounded like he meant
to play it that way". The other
people at the table nodded in
reverent agreement

One of the most unusual
things about a Norman Blake
show is that people actually
listen While the musicians
are on stage, the only sound to
be heard from the audience is
the metronomic tapping of
feet: and of all the people in
the audience, not one foot ever
seems to stray from the solid.

steady, insistent beat The
Rising Fawn String band,
consists of Norman's wife
Nancy ion cello and mandolin) and fiddler James
Bryant They have the ability
to blend their instruments
with Blake's immaculate
guitar and mandolin into an
arrangement that sounds
more like a single, hypnotic
voice than three separate
instruments.
Considering all of this, it
seems hard to understand why
the concert was so poorly

attended Perhaps the rain
and that it was a Sunday night
had something to do with the
poor turnout. The $4 ticket
price for each hour and a
quarter show also may have
had an effect But it would be
hard to say that Blake has no
audience in this area, since he
played to a full house at his
last Elbow Room appearance
on July 16.
The first show was below
par Rumors circulated in the
audience that Blake was ill
and would not return to play

the second show Many people
had bought tickets for only the
first show, and the Elbow
Room was only about onethird full when the musicians
returned to the stage. But
what the remaining audience
lacked in size was made up for
in enthusiasm. After a
tremendous welcome. he
began to show his virtuosity,
firing out guitar and mandolin
runs with the lightning-fast
smoothness that has made
Blake a little-known legend.
Both Norman and Nancy

Blake
seemed a little
flustered by the intensity of
the applause they earned.
To say the least. Norman
Blake is not run-of-the-mill
entertainment in Harrisonburg. Perhaps this is because
a Norman Blake concert is
simply not an occasion to visit
with friends, get falling down
drunk and see who can shout
and whistle the loudest. But if
you have a sincere^nterest in
listening to first quality
music, do not miss another
chance to see Norman Blake.

C*+n£* Tto+tic To
Somtyila&z Special
The \
£ nTe r tai n mcnf

finest £
freshest
food ***
Town

nitely
Brur\c/> —
S<\t £ Sun.
ejtaurant

J 6 ar
MW.

Wfcfoj SLLLKA

TkBody Sfcoj*
Tho PurpU Building On Tho Court Square
2 North Main St., Harrlsonburg
Opon Thursday and Friday Nights 'til 9 p.m.
Open Daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mostar Charge and Visa

™

,,

,
Photo

by Mike

Evans

l\MFS BRYANT, fiddler for Norman Rlake and Th«
Rising Fawn Band, performed with the band Sunday
night at The Flbow Room.

ftaMmm.
Tiicfe (Mi Ttfidi Special
Ttoee (tap Oitfoj
Wen's Skisto & Sweated

SMtfrieki

20* aft wg. |*ice (wiiw ikck)

New linage Gallery: "photographs by
Dan Powell" will be on exhibit through
Nov. 12 in Zirkle House.

201 sji wj. Nee
Wut- (WiMeyi -Utfuefee*

Texas Chainsaw Massacre will be the
midnight movie Friday. Oct. 30 and
Saturday. Oct. 31 in Grafton Stovall
theatre.

La&m Skixb
20* sfi <w Nee (adtettodt)

The Artworks Gallery-A show featuring paintings by
Derrick Chamlee and photos by Cathy Gawarecki will be
presented Nov. 2-12 in Zirkle House.

Beat Co5famce fa fte dfawe
age15 ofti up
'20.00 gcR caUticate
IU pwuhu Neeeu ~*y
9udq'm 11-2 Sal arfy

Dr. Ilerta Frietag. a professor from Hollins College, will present
a lecture on A One-Way Ticket to America, the story of one person's escape from Nazi Germany. The lecture is scheduled to
begin at 4 p.m. in Burruss 114. on Tuesday. November 3.

^ssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
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The James Madison University Homecoming Revue will" be
Wednesday. Nov. 4 in Wilson Hall. The show begins at 8 p.m. and
admission is free.
• ♦»».»--
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ROOfC FAIR

The Wine Shop
In The Famous Restaurant
Wine h;is appeal for all the
senses- color for the eve.
bouquet lor the nose, and taste
for the tongue Tom Pappas.
prpprieter of the Famous
Restaurant has studied wine
for many years, including the
American
Wine
Institute
course on French Wines and
the California Wines Every
wine offered at the Famous
Restaurant must pass the eye.
nose, and taste test of Tom
Pappas before being offered
for sale at the Famous
Restaurant

Whether your taste is for a
French
Colombard
or
Champagne you will find a
wine for you at the Famous
Restaurant The price range
for wine at the Famous
Restaurant runs from as lows
as 53 3) for Chenin-Blanc by
l.aMont of California to $90.00
for a bottle of Chateau LafiteRothschild 'one of the world's
truly great Bourdeaux wines).
The small, but excellent
wineries of California are well
represented at the Famous
Restaurant, as well as wines
from Germany. Greece, and
Italv

Tom takes pride in the
wines offered by the Famous
Restaurant, and feels that
wine from his wine shop to be
an excellent value for you
Come
to
the
Famous
Restaurant where you will
find service, variety and value
in wie
Browse the wine racks at
the Famous or ask Tom. he
will be glad to help you with
vour wine selection Wine is
available for on premises or
off premises consumption at
the Famous Restaurant.
"Nothing more excellent or
valuable than wine was ever
given b\ the gods to men "
Plato

dm famous Jvestaurant
171 North Main St.

Harrisonburg

434-7253

All Legal Beverages Served
Oft Premises Beer and Wine
Dinner Service Monday Wru Thursday* until 1:00 p m
Dinner Service on Fridays and Saturdays Until 1000 p. m
- Daily Businessman's Lunch Specials from 11 to 2 Closed Sundays.

•

*»»lurd;»\ November 7 i Ha in "ipm
"Mindav. November It ' Noon r.pm ■
Green Valley Auction Barn-2 miles east nl
Mi Crawford Va 1-ni. Kxitiii Signs Posted A
tremendous selection of new Iwoks at fantastic
prices Whether you are looking for books for
Miiirvell or tor gifts you'll find you'll be able to
porehaso niost of them at 75 percent to.Kn
ix-rcent off retail W'e have just received ii
lame shipment of new books and this fair
promises to be one of our finest ever' Plan now
to attend You'll be glad you did' 434-8*11) for
more information

HALLOWEEN SUPPLIES
MASKS-MAKEUP-ACCESSORIES
GOTO

CA,EN'S FAIR PRICE
STORE
187 North Main St., Harrisonburg
Gkn 's also has one day film
processing service and
JOKE

RISQUE • GIFTS

A&P
Bud bottles 6/12 oz 1.99
Busch bottles
2.19
Old Mil bottles
2.09
Schmidt's bottles
1.69
Pepsi 8/16 ot
1.39
deposit
Nabisco Ritz
.88
Crackers 12 oz
A&P tea bags
100 ct box
.99
Minute Maid
Orange Juice 12 oz .99
Mrs. Filberts
Margerine 1 lb
59
Smithfield Breakfast
links
Old Carolina Bacon
Grill Master franks^
A&P Ground beef
3 lb roll
Chicken legs 5 lb pk
Russett Potatoes 5 lbs
York Apples 3 lbs
Carrots 3 one lb bags
Cauliflower

1.69/lb
.99/lb
.79/lb
1.19/lb
.69/lb
.99
.77
.99
.99

In-state rivalry
resumes Saturday
By BK If \RI> AMACIIFR

An in-state rivalry that the College of William and
Mary's coach Jimmye Laycock "thinks will become a
good one in the future resumes Saturday when James
Madison University travels to Williamsburg.
The Indians trounced JMU in their two previous
meetings In 1978 William and Mary beat the Dukes, who
were playing at the Division III level, 32-7 and in 1979 the
Tribe blanked JMU. which had advanced to Division II,
33-0. Both games were played in Williamsburg.
Since that time JMU has become a more competitive
team, but will still need to pull off an upset to defeat
William and Mary.
"We are in a better situation now than we were in the
past.'' said JMU coach Challace McMillin. "But we'll
still have to go down there and play error-free football to
win."
McMillin hit upon the key phrase, "error-free football ." In the Dukes' first five games, they fumbled the
ball just 11 times, but in their last two games they have
turned the ball over 10 times.
Against Hampton Institute, JMU fumbled two punt
returns and one kickoff.
"We hadn't fumbled a punt in four years." McMillin
commented
Penalties have also plagued the Dukes this season.
Three times JMU has been penalized for more than 100
yards. Last Saturday against Hampton Institute the

"rtoio bv Vo Naqav»

IMl S SOCCFR team snapped a five-game losing streak Wednesday as it downed Eastern Mennonite 2 0 Ralph Cassagnol scored the winning goal midwav through the first half and Alan
Carlquist added an insurance goal late in the second half.
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Sports

Dukes
vs.
Indians

Win halts losing streak

Dukes defeat EMC, 2-0
By DANNY FINNKGAN
Just in the knick of time the James Madison
University soccer team seems to be coming
alive.
The Dukes defeated Eastern Mennonite
.College Wednesday afternoon, 2-0, breaking a
five-game losing streak and improving their
record to 3-5-1.
There is no time for the team to sit back and
rest, however, as they play Virginia Tech
Friday with a trip to the Virginia Intercollegiate League playoffs on the fine.
Both teams own l-l records in the Western
Division of the VIL and the winner of Friday
afternoon's game (2 p.m.) will make the
playoffs with Western champion, the
University of Virginia.
While EMC may not be up to the caliber of
opponents JMU has been playing, the Royals
were fired up for the annual "City Championship" match.
"They had a fine effort," said JMU coach
Bob Vanderwarker, praising the outmanned
Royals. "I was also Satisfied with our effort."
JMU controlled the first half of the game,
outshooting EMC 11-6. The Dukes had plenty of
scoring oppurtunites before Ralph Cassagnol
scored at the 38:06 mark of the game to give
JMU all the offense it needed.
The goal was set up by a run down the right
wing by Tony Farrell. who crossed the ball to
Alan Ball just outside the penalty area. Ball
then passed to Cassagnol, who easily beat
EMC keeper Dan Brunk from 10 yards.
It was Cassagnol's fifth goal of the year, the
high on the team. Farrell and Ball were eached
credited with assists, giving them four and
two. respectively.
Alan Carlquist scored JMU's second goal
with 20 minutes remaining in the game on a 30yard cross.
Only moments before the first goal. JMU had
a good chance. Farrell took a lead pass from
Cassagnol and carried down the right wing
before crossing the ball into the penalty area.
After some confusion. JMU left wing Billy
Brunner wound up with the ball and a good shot
from eight yards. Brunner's shot at the inside
pole was just wide, however. Brunner also had
an excellent volley saved.
This was the way the JMU offense played the
entire first half, getting the ball to Brunner and
Farrell on the wings and letting them cross or
switch the ball.

N«

"We got great play from our wings." said
midfielder George Ackerman. Vanderwarker
agreed. "Brunner played a fantastic first half,
he really switched the ball well, and so did
Farrell."
The wide offense the Dukes used so effectively against EMC is something Vanderwarker has been trying to develop all year.
"It takes a couple of months to develop the
offense." said Vanderwarker. "You have to
get to know each other out there."
The JMU offense has suffered its share of
setbacks. Before the season started, the Dukes
lost aggressive midfielder Billy Gannon, out
for the season with a leg injury.
Then sweeper Jim Viti went down with what
was first diagnosed as a simple Charlie horse,
but he soon developed calcium deposits. Last
year's leading scorer. Jeff Brown, has now
been moved to sweeper to replace Viti.
The latest casualty is wing Casey Stem per,
also out with a leg injury.
But for now. the Dukes appear to have
solidified. The last two losses came to the
number one and two teams in the region.
George Mason University and the College of
Willam and Mary. The Dukes held the lead in
the William and Mary game with less than a
minute remaining and played George Mason
evenly.
Three things that the recent uplift can be
traced to are the move of Brown, a hustling
player, to the sweeper position, the move of
Ackerman from back to midfield and Vanderwarker developing a set offense
"I'm very pleased with the play of Brown at
sweeper," said Vanderwarker. Brown, along
with Carlquist. Mike Isaacs and Merle Shank
(who attended Eastern Mennonite High School
and had a fine game), limited EMC to just 12
shots as JMU's Jim Edwards had an easy day
with just four saves.
In earlier games. Vanderwarker has substituted at will, making wholesale line-up
changes, subbing for players after 20 seconds,
and subbing on every endball.
Against EMC, Vanderwarker stayed with
basically the same offense, using Jerry Mason
as the only first half sub.
"I realize that the offense needs to stay
together to develop the consistency they need
to be effective," said Vanderwarker after
getting back on the winning track.

'^t^S'^t

Dukes had nine accounting for 102 yards.
"I don't understand it. Last week we did so well," said
McMillin referring to the Dukes' record low three
penalties for 26 yards against Furman University.
Laycock agreed that the Dukes have had some
troubles this year, but said they were coached well
fundamentally. "We're very impressed with their
quarterback Tom Bowles. He runs the option well."
Laycock said. "They have shown people they can move
the ball well.
"If they get things straightened out they could give us
fits."
The Indians are coming off a 27-0 loss to Navy, in
which their ground attack was held to 60 yards. But
William and Mary is a pass oriented team. Against the
Midshipmen, the Tribe attempted 37 passes and completed 14.
Senior quarterback Chris Garrity leads the William
and Mary offense. He is completing 50 percent of his
passes. Garrity has passed for 803 yards and two touchdowns.
Laycock noted the Dukes play a man-to-man defense
in the secondary.
"They'll be a pretty good task for us. When we see
man-to-man coverage we like to pass a lot." he said.
McMillin said he will not make any changes to counter
William and Mary's offensive strategy and that he likes
to play teams that pass more.
On defense, the Indians will show a familiar alignment.
"They run a wide-tackle-six which has been the
defense we've used for the last seven or eight years,"
McMillin said.
Despite having lost four games in a row McMillin
insists that his team is not giving up.
"I think our moral is holding up." McMillin said.
"William and Mary is certainly a big game for us and to
them.
"I think we are very comparable to them at this point.
We'll just have to go down there and perform."

m%«»»'«y<»»«inwawl%vtwtwvi'>','.'>\'ii.'.'.'.<.'.'.'.,.".'.'.<y.' '"' •* ♦ * **»»»*»'»»* MWW **'#» *~*rt'tt'ttnetv* nnn rj r. nri/fwiv'MMWA^nviwnu
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Norfolk to be site of 1982 EC AC tourney
Hv KKIIXKI) \M.\rilRR

The Norfolk Scope (capacity 10.258) will be the
site of the 1982 Eastern College Athletic Conference
Southern Division Championship Basketball
Tournament to be held March 4-6. The divisions
tournament committee made the announcement
last Thursday.
The tournament's format differs from previous
years. All seven teams competing in the ECAC
South will participate in the tournament with the
top-seeded team receiving a first-round bye.

""Hopefully that will add prestige to the event and
to the group of schools involved, and I'm still hoping
that out 6f this will come a structured conference."
The loss of a possible home-court advantage in
the first-round does not bother Ehlers.
i think what's best for all of us (the ECAC
conference) is better than what's best for JMU."
Ehlers said.
Ehlers agreed that Old Dominion would have a
home-court advantage when it played and he hopes
that Norfolk will not become a permanent site for

The tournament opens with three games March 4
in Norfolk. The semifinals will be held March 5 and
the championship game is scheduled for March 6.
There is no consolation game scheduled.

JMU Athletic Director Dean Ehlers said he is
pleased with the committee's decision.
"I think the great thing about the tournament is
knowing right now that we are going to be in it."
Ehlers said. "We can go ahead and sell tickets, and
that's the intent of the (tournament) directors—that
we will sell out.

This season's tournament seedings will be
decided by the committee and the champion of the
three-day event will receive an automatic bid to the
NCAA tournament.
An aid for seeding the teams will be an ECAC
ruling which requires that each ECAC South team
play every other team in the division during the
regular season.
„
"I think that this gives us a better chance to seed
teams on the basis of strength, and it adds to the
importance of the regular season." Ehlers said.

In years past the sites for the first-round of
playoffs were the home-courts of the teams seeded
second through fourth with the top-seeded team
receiving a bye.
Last season only six teams competed in theECAC
South tournament which was held at the Hampton
Coliseum (capacity 3.675). The first-round of the
playoffs was held on the home floors of the thirdand fourth-seeded teams while the two top-seeded
teams received a first-round bye.
Teams comprising this year's ECAC South are
also different. The seven teams are James Madison
University, the ECAC South defending champions.
East Carolina University. George Mason University. Old Dominion University, the University of
Richmond. theU.S. Naval Academy and the College
of William and Mary. This change is due the
NCAA's realignment of several ECAC conferences.

Center has a capacity of 10.000 as does William and
Mary Hall
George Mason. Navy and East Carolina have
field houses similiar in size to JMU's Godwin Hall
(capacity 5.200).

JMU plays every team in the conference on a
home-and-home basis this season except Navy. The
Dukes play Navy only once in Annapolis. Md.
Ben Carnavale. chairman of the division's
basketball committee, said that a team's win-loss
record in the division and success in head-to-head
meetings would be the two primary criteria used to
determine the tournament seedings.

the tournament.
- Whether the tournament's site will rotate from
year to year so each school can be a host is still
undecided.
"When our new place (JMU convocation center,
capacity 7,500) is finished I hope that.they (the
tournament committee) will consider it." Ehlers
said.
Richmond and William and Mary are the only
other schools in the conference that have facilities
big enough to host the event. Richmond's Robins

' In addition, a team's overall record, strength of
schedule and a coaches' ranking system will be
used in determining the tournament seedings. The
tournament seedings, which will be determined by
the division's seven athletic directors and Carnavale. will be announced no later than Sunday,
Feb. 28.
"We (athletic directors) would like to meet a
week before the last game and get things in order if
no important games remain." Ehlers said.
Ehlers said if some important games did remain
everyone would just have to wait and see.
An example of just such a situation could develop
between JMU and Old Dominion which play each
other in the last game of the regular-season

UPCOMING
EVENTS

UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM
KURD

UPCOMING CONCERTS
JEFFERSON
STARSHIP

THE VENTURES
The Ventures have
been the bestselling
rock-pop instrumental
group in the world7/

with special guest

Elvin Bishop
November 7

Ha\e sold over 55 million Albums
Walk Don't Run,

8:00 pm

Godwin Hall

Hawaii Five-O,
Wipe Out,
are among their many hits!! .

$8.00 wHD
$9.00 guest
Tickets Available at UPB
office Mon-Fri 114

November 12 8:00 WCC Ballroom
$5.00 p ublic

$3.50 wHD

FREE LEISM!
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Classifieds

DOONESBURY

For Sale
\
i«Mt s\|.K: Original Advent
walnut speakers with new
external super-tweeters. Pair
MM Call after 5 p.m. 433-8702

UTTLEMIKEY
POONESBURY.'I
CANTBEUEVEITI
1
WHAT YOU POIN
£H0ME,
SON?
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by Garry Trudeau

MOMASKEP
ME TO COME,
MR.DECKER.
SHESKJNPOF

WORRIED ABOUT
UNCLE HENRY.

WEU, SON, IF YOU WANT MY OPINION,
I THINK YOUR UNCLE HERE HAS GOTTEN
A BAPRAp. HENRYSB8N COMM&KHERFORI5 YEARS, ANP WE AINTNEVER HAP ANY REASON
TO COMPLAIN f

ITS TRUE, MIKE/. YDO'ASK ANYONE
AROUNPHERE. THEYLL TELL Ml THAT
FOR 15 YEARS HENRY POtHGWKYSEM
THIS COUNTY AS CONSCIENTIOUSLYA5 AW
PUBLIC OFFICIAL SINCE
OdAHOm BECAME A STATE

rWHTOT^

NJLHI-IUlli^P

WERE AIN7A FARMER AROUND WHO
HENRY AIN7HELPS) ONE TIMEQROm\
HE'S FIXED OUR BRJP6E5, LOANED US
COUNTYTRUOS, EVEN FILLED WE POT
^S^HOLESBACK
OFTHISBARl

HENRY KNOWS THE FOLKS AROUND
HERE, AND fe!S PONE RIGHT BY
US FOR 15 YEARS. YOUR UNCLE MAY
3EACROOK,BOY,BUTHE$<H)RCm(
\

RIGHT. ONLY

DIFFERENCE 19
HE60TCAU6HT.

ANDTHAT
WASJUST
AFUJKB!
/

HMm\i.i:: 16 inch black and
white TV Like new $70. Call
after
5
p.m.
433-8702
I OK s\|.K; Datsun B-210
Hatchback 1976. 40 mpg,
radial tires. 80,000 mi: excellent condition. $2,400. 434W74 .
,

Found
FOl'ND: One silver earring in
ladies room in Jackson Hall.
Call
Todd
433-5507.

N-ilHHlfihJSON, BEFORE YOU 66710 JUP6IN'
YOUR UNCLE TOO HARSHLY, LET
ME TELL Y0US0METHIN' 'BOUT THIS
i OLD BOY AND AJHATHES PONE

\^1»^ FORUS..

Wanted

Irmumw^^
SEE.MIKEY? NOTANY
YOU CANT MORE,LEASTBUY THAT
U1AYS.
UNCLE
KINO OF
HENRY,
LOYALTY.
LSTSGO
HOME.

ROOMMATE
WANTED:
Female. 2 bedroom trailer. 2
miles from JMU. $130 a
month, phone, cable, and all
other utilities included. Call
433-2607 before 4:00 p.m.
KOOMMATK NFEDED: For
Shank I. Call Richard or Dave
at 434-4910 after 6:00 p.m.
VTTEVnON MOTOR
CYCLISTS: We buy and sell
new and used riding gear
'jackets, pants, boots, etc.):
write Larsen Leathers. Rt. 1
Box 425. Christiansburg. VA
24073 (give sizes): call 3824668 anytime.

m rnnunuL)—
HENRY, IJES COME OVER
HERE 10 TELIMJ THAT
VHAiem HAPPENS, YOU
i GOT OUR SUPPORT, BUM.
' WEDONTFTKETA
JFRJENPL

Km
npjlj ILT^ff^afad

piPiLriiLIJLF
TVS JUST A DAMN SHAME

'JX/y'
£»£.
%A7E
¥%f

n mm HAPPEN 1TO YOU1.

YOU'RE
RIGHT,

PEOPLE BEEN MN WAT
mPONEFORYEARS!
ROY.TT
' ITAlNTfAIR! ISN'T.

THOSE FEDERAL PROSECUTORS,
THOUGH, THEY PONT CARE.
THEY'PMSTASSOONRUNA
MANS UFE AS LOOK AT HIM I

mi. SAY, HENRY, ANY
NO,
CHANCE OF GETTING
WELL, UNCLE
MY DR/YEW PAVED
UH.. HENRY1.
BEFORETHEY LOCK ,
* YOUUP? I

WWTF.O: A rare type. A
student desiring to be a servant and a poart of a servant
community. Call demanding.
Answer rewarding. For information attend Trinity
Presbyterian Church, 9:30
Sunday
mornings.

Trips
SKI: January 3-8. Sugar Bush
Valley trip for $239. Price
includes transportation, 5«*»
day ski lift ticket, keg party"
lessons and rentals discounts,
and lodgings in a brand new
condominium. See yourself
ski on video television.
Limited space. Call Lynn
Decker at 434-3749 for more
info.

For Rent
\P\RTMENT AVAILABLE:
Beginning second semester
(or sooner): one mile from
campus:
furnished:
one
bedroom: kitchenette: study:
females preferred; $225 per
month with all utilities included except electricity.
Contact
434-8096.
IIXRRIS GARDENS
MMRTMENTS:
Country
atmosphere with city conveniences. Two bedroom
apartments now available.
Ideally suited
for two
roommates. $240 per month.
Includes all utilities. One year
leases.
City
bus
transportation to our own bus stop.
Call Bob Rivera at 434-«569.
ONF REDROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT: Apartment is brand new with kitchen and livingroom. Located
on Dutch Mill Ct. (15 min.
walk from campus) Can
accomodate one or two
people Call Greg 433-3457

Start*On*C ampin
AT TtC CAMPUS
OFFICE

iMseujerrv

/ THAT (**!> THAT »je*>/,
G-UV^DAVE.' HE'S ow HIS i^V
y
R20I*CTODWI»JJ HE C**J<rtiTr '
*^~
\ SOMBOWe
SOMC OME _<
TTfyiWOr TO
iNTb
SW€A<
• TUB
COMCCET1

by Pat Butters, Paul Doherty
jee THIS Groy t
DRAGGED IN! HE 5A»P H€
:*& A i*ASS i fl*/7, He ©*tt*T
FiwD (T.'f A COMMON —-<
BuM! X AJAftJED
D-HA>IDeD
>TD

ea

u*i*:

Campus Quo
b\S±**frt*& Vi'.',- • "IrV^V^V'^tV.tV^.

.'.f %*7y>.»y. *.'»*,».r55v.4* *ttZ tV:o,r*.%°, v*"SvSy*-.

by Paula Dubill, Barb Schufdt
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by Bryan Gallagher

Zor

Services
PROFESSION AL TYPING
SERVICES
WUI.ABLE:
Term
papers.
theses,
resumes, etc. available IBM
Selectic. too. Call 433-8685
ELECTRONIC
EARRING
\N1) PIN: Hot. red Love Lite
comes complete with a minihatterv. Guaranteed to lite up
vour nite life. Send $6.00 for
one or $10.00 for two to:
TRADING.
Box
1007-A.
Warwick.
R.I.
02888.
TYPING SERVICE: 18 years
' experience.
dissertations,
reports, theses, etc. Double
spaced material 85 cents per
page. Call Mrs Price 879-9935.

Ah,/«u Cr\tnA wKtM
JiA^pu jroul SucK
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by Dave McConnell, Scott McClelland

Morbid Comics

Help Wanted
IIKI.P
HASTED:
Information on Alaskan and
overseas employment. Excellent income potential. Call
312-741-9780 extension 3131.
OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer
and year round. Europe, S.
America. Australia. Asia. All
fields. $50O-$1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-VA-4 Corona Del
Mar. CA 92625
JOB INFORMATION:
Alaskan and Overseas employment. Great
income
potential. Call 602-941-8014
Dept. 8290
Phone call
refundable.

CD

^0

o^

by Lance Foster

Foster Dog

JOBS ON SHIPS: American
Foreign.
No
experience
required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer
job or career. Send $3.00 for
information. SEAFAX. Dept.
G-16 Box 2049. Port Angeles.
Washington
98362.
VTHLETIC INSTRUCTOR:
Part time Must have some
knowledge of basketball and
ability to work with youth
Afternoon and Evening hours
110-20 hrs. per week) Apply to
Harrisonburg Dept. of Parks
and Recreation 305 S.
Dogwood Drive.

Personals
VTTENTION ERESHMFN :TheFreshman Register
is now in. Sigma Phi Epsilon
will be delivering them this
week. If you have not received
yours by Mon.. Oct. 26. please
call Chuck Fazio at 5963 or
stop by Spotswood 19 between
6:3o-7pm.
SUICIDE DUCKS: Keep up
the awesome footwork. You
constantly amaze us with your
penalty kick abilities. Let's
make it 3 and 0 on November
1. Love. THE DUCKETTES
RfD: Thanks for a great
year! I hope there are many
more to come...My BMOC.
gum wrappers in library,
study lounge, spring break,
crutches, wrestling, eating,
what for? and now TKE! I
love you. CAC
THE Ml PLEDGE CLASS of
Kappa Sigma Fraternity
would like to congratulate and
wish the best of luck to the
new Starduster pledges. They
are: Brooke Baker. Cel
Cerwitz. Cindy Crismond.
Anne Irby. Leslie Kaplan.
Edith McGrath. Nancy Mc
Nutty. Julie "Powell. Amy
Shafer. Suzanne Thomas and
. NatWaxha,m. .,,,,*

w\,\

JUST WANTED TO THANK
YOU FOLKS FOR THE
SUPER Ps and for everyone
who came down this weekend!
It means so much to know
you're there—especially Lisa
and Mary. And a big bear rug
to everyone in the neighborhood!
SHIRLEY
DEAR PATIENTr No more
house calls. I've got my own
office now. The best cure is to
forget the asprins and wake
up next to me in the morning.
The next time I carry you
back, it will be my place. DOC
DEAN Yoa Mitch, How be the
melon
smellin'.
Huh?
THE
BROTHERS
AND'
PLEDGES of Kappa Sigma
Fraternity would like to thank
the women in Eagle Hall and
everyone else that purchased
a servant at the recent servant sale. Thanks also go to
the women in Eagle for the
party Thursday night.
CHIEF: Be sure and work on
your "strip" this weekend.
You have a most propitious
opportunity to do so. Don't
waste it. Also try not to be so
mordacious all the time. And
remember: Blessed are those
who pet their cats for they
shall never fear gravy. JEFE
YOA HARRY: You always
said that we'd be the first and
if we weren't the first at least
we'd be there to give you some
pointers. But as it stands you
are still tops with us. EDDIE

TICKETS
FOR
BEACH
MUSIC FEATIVAL I9KI at
Augusta Expoland on Sunday
November 8 with The Drifters. Steve Bassett and the
Virginia Breeze, The Ambers.
The Catalinas, Bill Deal and
the Rhondels, and more
available from TKE at Blue
Mountain Records or call 7459.
$9 in advance. $11 at door.
FATHS: Although there's no
game this weekend, we
wanted to warn you about the
football fiends on the loose!
Good luck on a 2-point conversion with WAG III since sis
is in town. Now F's gone,
you're not benched and illegal
use of the hands is in play!
BETTY: Looking forward to
four fun-filled days at good
'ole JMU. I'm not sure I can
take the cold weather. Hope
you're keeping up you're
photography. I want to see the
latest shoot yourself. The
pointe and Murphy's cabin
await your return-Don't lose
those valuable coupons. I
can't wait. AL
TICKETS
FOR
BEACH
MUSIC FESTIVAL l»si at
Augusta Expoland on Sunday
November H with THE
DRIFTERS Steve Bassett and
THe Virginia Breeze. The
Embers. The Gatalinnv Bill
Deal and the Rhonrtils ;ind
more available from TKE at
Blue Mour,i;iin R<*«nH« or fill

\TTENTION JMU
STI'DENTS: Alpha
Sigma
Tau will be selling JMU
Homecoming cups starting
this week. Drink to the Dukes
and do it up right for
Homecoming with a cup from
AST!
DAVE: May November 3 be a
wonderful birthday for a great
"older man". (Are we considered a May-December
romance?) Love and kisses
from your little girl. CARMEN D.

FOR THE OTHER HALF OF
THE SKY:

Thanks for the three bills
and the Heinys.
MEDIOCRITY
FEATURES: After seeing
last issue's coverage, it seems
as if anyone off the street can
cover music events, regardless of their
musical
knowledge <Or lack of it).
The More Vicious Than
Usual Typist
U.S.
Just dropped a note to say
hi. You always knew you'd see
your name in print, didn't
vou?
NEd
B.D.- heard you died, too
bad. Muffv- thanks for all the
GREAT times! .IT.- Keep up
the acting (You need the
practice.) Good luck with the\^>
shroom girl. Las- don't dance
on chairs POPTART- Not a
bad life at the Country Club.
Tho stooues- have fun next
semester without me. Moan.
Tish. MJ. JJ. Kath and the
Millers- thanks for the hiding
place.
FENSTER

Be good while I'm in Fla.
And don't spray nobody! I
love vou now and forever.
THE WALRUS
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA: would like
to thank the brothers of Pi
Kappa Phi for the "pirate and
wench" party last Saturday.
We hope you enjoyed is as
much as we did! Alpha Gam
would also like to congratulate
pledge Bev Cress on her
engagement to Steve Stark
LESLIE
\ND
and sister Debbie Parker on
s\RMl:Thanks
for your
her bid to Theta Chi little
enthusiasm. We all love vou.
sisters.
LOVE. \ST
TRIVIA: You've never heard
E\RTHDOG:You
know
this one before. Trivia is a
how sometimes I get on your
band. Appearing at the Elbow
nerves...sorry about that. I
Room Thurs. Nov. 5 Dorrs,
can't
help it if I'm shy and
Grateful
Dead.
Steely
Dan,
a
bored. This weekend should,
The Who. Beatles, and many
include much Pink Floyd, a
many more, plus very
little green garbage can. and
originals.
Try
us
out.
french fried potatoes. See that
Questions 5801. Long Live
.
.JtdoesSKYCAT...
.
- Rock,,
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HALLO WEENPERSONALS
Kl'PFR FRFAKS: Crank the
music A302C. Hope y'all have
a scream of a Halloween.
Don't let the bed bats
bite'l.isx \\l>n\N: I wanna
be sedated, don't
ynu?KH'll\KI>: You're my
special spook, wanna come up
and get a witchy? (ALLY:
You're great! THE PUNKER
OF
CHAPPELEAR
SORRY 1 DID NOT C.FT A
CHANCE TO MEET YOU: I
have heard only very nice
things about you Have a
Happy Halloween Signed:
Sandra,
Vernon,
Lynn,
Christy, and Wendy. PS. You
can use our house anytime!
TO THE BROTHERS OF
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA AND
TAl1 KAPPA FPSILON: Your
party was great Friday night!
Do it again sometime! Don't
get
too
wild
on
Halloween...but have a good
time!
D& K
MARK: I'll be thinking about
you this weekend as I sit
through three boring shows in
N.YC. (especially Al Pacino,
yuck! 11 know what a thrill I'll
be missing (Texas Chainsaw,
right?), but those are the
breaks. Have A Happy
Halloween! I'll see you soon.
Love, SUSAN
BRYAN P.: Thanks for the
personal, and the pleasure
was all mine. It isn't often that
I get to attend a party with
such a classy touch. The hat
was the finishing touch. Take
care and have a terrific
Halloween!

TO THAT COWBOY "FRANK
I \MF.S": That I met one year
ago at Halloween-thank you
for one fantastic year. I'm
looking forward to a lifetime
of fantastic years with you.
Love your very own cuddly.
KITTEN.
(purr)
BATMAN

AND

ROBIN:

Happy
Halloween!
Your
constant companionship and
contrasting heights and hair
colors caught my eye. For
three weeks I have batwatched you at breakfast
around 8:45 in D-Hall 4. Holy
Dynamic Cuo! How about a
bat-reply
or
a
batintroduction? Long Brownhaired
BATGIRL
THANKS TO: Chris. Jay and
Kenny for being gentlemen,
and to Rick B, Dave L., Rick
E.. Don. Dave and Bryan and
all the rest for making
Saturday's
"Semi-formal"
party at Gifford a treat for my
"Scout
Troop".
Happy
Halloween. DEN MOTHER
SLM: Happy Halloween! This
Halloween can't
possibly
have the impact on my hie
that the last one did. This year
has been the best and it's your
fault. Thanks buddy. I hope
your work isn't too much for
you. You should get away,
don't you think? Happy Anniversary!!
BMS
APARTMENT 117: Happy
Halloween to the most
gruesome three-some I've
ever meet. You better watch
out cause I'm going to TRICK
or treat you, so be prepared.
TB
HAPPY HALLOWEEN: 1:00
Elementary Gymnastic Class.
Keep energenic over the long
weeKend!
ABBY

REPEAT OF A WINNER!

SHONEYS
FISH FRY

DINNER

ONLY

INCLUDES:
•Tender fish fillets fried to
perfection with Shoney's
own special seasoning.
•Golden brown French fries,

IIXPPY HALI-OWEEN TO:
POOOER:
Happy
Suzie. Gary. Yvonne. Ellie.
Halloween!! I've got a good •
Christine. Shelly, all my
treat for you and I KNOW
friends who went home, and . you've got one for me. I can't
Tommy. Tom. I am glad you
wait to eat your treat!. Pie
are hear with me. Love, ME
HAPPY HALLOWEEN
BATMAN AND ROBIN: from
RFVFRFN1) SILAS WIMBatgirl's
short haired friend
Bl'SH, I'NCLE SLITCH. AND
who spends breakfast trying
I'NCLE TRUNCH: Have a
to look like I don't know her
Happy Halloween and beware
when
she watches you two.
of those devil dogs running
around on Saturday night!!!
TO THE SPANIARD FROM
T.
.I.M.'s: A score of 120,000 is
pretty high. Can I help it if I
have confidence in you? You
have at least three years to
break your own record-before
it's time to join the country
club, that is! Have a good
Halloween!

CARL: What was your name
again? You'll never hold a
steady job. I had a dream last
night that you died. Does your
face hurt? It's killing me.
Well, nice meeting you.
What's on your skirt? Oops,
sorry. Thanks for all your
kindness. Happy Halloween!
Love. CLYDE
I

BUTCH AND ROZ. THE
SIGMA KAPPA PLEDGES:
Hope sorority life is better
than hockey if not take it in
stride. Pick a mood so you can
stand on the side and brood.
Happy Halloween from the
one's with problems. BOBBY
AND
SAM
THIS IS TO HAUNTING
SEVER: Who gives such
wicked tests!! The trick is
really on you! GHOSTS OF
605!

I WANT TO WISH A HAPPY
HALLOWEEN
TO
THE
DIRECTOR AND CAST OF
"A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS
DREAM.": I can hardly wait
to get to know all of you. I am
looking forward to a wonderful experience and a
chance to make some great
new friends. Trick or Treat?
FAIRY KRISTI

BRFEZERS: Less than 9
hours to Florida!! I don't
think I'm going to make it.
You guys go on without me. I
can't stand to miss an exciting
Harrisonburg
Halloween...besides, someone
has to stay and keep the rest of
the staff in line. HAPPY
CHOULING. S.L.

is looking for: news reporters
Apply to
feature writers
Chris Kouba,
music critics
The Breeze
theater critics
by Nov. 5 Paid positions available
Writing samples desired
******************* •*••••**•**

ENTER NOW! 1982

*
*
*
*

*

MISS VIRGINIA-USA®;
BEAUTY PAGEANT
TELECAST FROM KINGS DOMINION
NO TALENT COMPETITION

THANK YOU FOR COMING TO...

633 East Market

BARROW: BOOOO! Happy
Halloween to you.
TB

CLASSY CLEVELAND
CLCTZES: Get ready for
November. Get a good grip on
your "crushes"; their time
will come. Sorry I've been a
grouch lately-I just hate to
leave you all. Take care and
have a Happy Halloween!
Love, your 2nd floor space
cadet: KELLY

(or baked potato 5-10 pm)
• Toasted Grecian bread
• Tartar sauce and lemon wedge.
• SHONEYS ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT BIGGER AND
BETTER SOUP 'N SALAD BAR!

SHONEYS

WE I^)VE YOU MO! Take
care of our boy in the big city.
Have a Happy Halloween.
Signed: Alton Sr., Rosalie,
Boy (Alton II), Donna, Anita,
Jesse, Betty, Ronnie. Dena,
D.D.. and Ronald Aubrey.

*

Pam Hutchens
Miss Virginia-USA

You can win fanw and fortune as Virginia's
representative in the nationally telsvlted Mis* USA
Pageant. The search for Miss Virginia is on. The finals
and live, statewide telecast will be March 11-13, from
Kings Dominion. If you're single and between the
ages of 17-24 as of May 1.1982. you may qualify. For
FREE entry information, send name, address, age
and telephone to: Miss Virginia-USA, 1220 East-West
Highway, Suits 101, Slim Spring, Md. 20910.
Telephone: 301-5894505.

»**•••*•*»»»*♦++++»++*•••*••*»
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20/20 Hindsight:
a monthly review

THE M.R.A
IS RIG-HTi
G-UNS

DOtvf'T

We have been asked about the news value of the story on the
Admissions Review Committee, the group that admits applicants
to James Madison University who do not meet academic standards but have a special talent Most of those admitted are
athletes.
We think that students here are interested to know that applicants with insufficient academic qualifications are being
admitted. But the information holds more value for applicants
who were rejected by JMU because someone with lower SAT
scores, grades and class ranking was admitted instead.
Donna Sizemore makes a good point in tonight's Readers'
Forum If JMU desires a diversity of students, the committee
should be made public so students rejected from JMU can appeal
their rejection.
A campus birth control service again goes on the JMU
Christmas list in the hope that Santa Glaus can obtain faster
results than the SGA.
An SGA birth control survey of female students (and probably
male students later in the year) now in the making seems to
ignore the fact that 86.3 percent of student voters last spring
favored the establishment of birth control services here.
With an average of six reported student pregnancies here each
month, plus an untold number of unreported pregnancies, the
need for a birth control service is evident.
According to Health Center nurse Nancy Sedwick. most
pregnant students have abortions. Birth control could prevent
unwanted pregnancies.
The SGA should stop asking the obvious and start implementing
the practical. This time next month six more girls will be
pregnant.
To receive credit by examination, students must now have a
score of 65 percent rather than the previous 47 percent.
New Communication Arts students need to take 36 hours of
classes instead of 30 to meet the requirements for a major.
We applaud the tougher academic standards.
Unfortunately, the Admission Review Committee lowers
academic standards to enroll between 50 and 60 "special talent"
students each year, most of whom are athletes.
Ironically, the 1-6 record of the varsity football team does not
appear to indicate any "special talent" students in their ranks.
Perhaps the admissions and athletic departments should raise
their academic standards and lower their talent standards.

Quote$ofNote
"If a student's chief interest is athletics, he or she should be
directed to an athletic club, not an academic institution...young
people who engage in intercollegiate sports should be students
first and athletes second."
-Manning Pattillo. Jr.. president. Oglethorpe University. Ga.
"It's like a big Mickey Mouse balloon. Squeeze one ear and the
other one gets bigger." :
-Alan MacNutt. director of police and safety, on the amount of
commuter parking spaces—600 spaces for 1.900 commuters.

Talented students offer a lot
"capable" students are refused admission
while others are accepted on the basis of
special talent. Admissions should not have to
put capable and talented students in different
categories. A student who is responsible for
JMU going to the NCAA playoffs is just as
valuable as a student majoring in chemistry
with a 4.0 GPA.
The purpose of JMU is "the development of
citizens who can make positive contributions to
society" as stated in the JMU Bulletin. This
can only be accomplished if the student body is
diversified in intelligence, culture and social
growth.
The admissions committee should continue
to keep an open mind when reviewing applications for admission and send more applications to the special admissions committee. Just because an applicant scores below
the norm on his SAT does not mean he has
nothing meaningful to contribute to the
university. Do not knock him down before he
has the chance to stand up.

By LAURA MOUNIE
Talent — a special natural ability or aptitude: a capacity for achievement or sucess.
A special talent should be a sufficient
qualification for admission to James Madison
University. This can be anything from a
linebacker to a flute player. Should not these
persons have the same chance at a higher
education that a student who has a 1,200 SAT
score? Certainly.
Applicants to JMU with God-given abilities
but less than acceptable academic performance fortunately have the Admissions
Review Committee to their aid. Most students
are not aware of this committee and never get
the chance to demonstrate] their abilities. This
committee admits applicants who normally
would be rejected because of their scholastic
performances. These students might have the
capacity to achieve in college, and only need a
chance.
Some people feel it is unfortunate that

Congratulations
To the participants of the sixth annual Logan's Run. who raised
$3,000 to benefit Rockingham Memorial Hospital. A great run for
the money!
To JMU President and new granda-da Ronald Carrier.

Condolence*
To Doris Ann Crais, who now is in stable condition after being
shot in the head on Oct. 19. allegedly by former boyfriend Steven
CraigFrick. Frick later died of self-inflicted gunshot wound
! *

To the family and friends of Steve Snyder and Kevin Reineke.
former JMU students killed in separate car accidents on Oct. 23.
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Readers' Forum
Admissions committee should not bend rules
To the editor:

Congratulations, Jeff
Gammage. I just read your
Oct. 5 story on the special
admissions committee and it
confirmed what I had
suspected for over two years.
A good friend of mine
recently applied to JMU. She
ranked third in her graduating
class and was featured in
"Who's Who in American
High School Students." Her
extracurricular background
was outstanding, as she held
many positions of leadership
during her high school years.
But she was denied admission.
If a student of this caliber
could not bring "diversity" to
JMU. then I doubt if anyone
admitted by the special admissions committee could
either

If the committee is serving
such a justifiable and important function, then why has
it not been publicized? If the.
committee is really seeking to
attract "diversity." then it
should definitely be known
about by the students it is
seeking. The article stated
that any department could
submit a student's name, but
when department heads were
questioned, a sizable number
did not even know the committee existed.
Over half of those admitted
last year were athletes.
Somehow I doubt if that is a
coincidence.
For Vice-President for
Academic Affairs Stanton to
suggest that the special
committee attracts students
with different outlooks, values

and goals is absurd. All people
have
different
outlooks,
values and goals. What gives a
special committee the right to
judge what is or is not
diversity?
The mere existence of such
a committee is ridiculous, and
above all. unfair. It is unfair
that some .students are
rejected and receive no
second chance and others
receive special privileges. If
JMU really believes the
student
body
is
so
homogeneous then it should
change admission standards.
It shouldn't bend the rules for
some "special" students.
Special talent could be a
criteria for initial admission.
There is a lot more to being
educable than being able to
score high on SAT scores and

ERA needs support
To the editor:

I must take this opportunity
to remind residents of
Virginia that the deadline for
ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment (ERA) to
the Constitution is June 30,
1982. only eight months away.
Despite emotional banter over
many years, the text of the
ERA is relatively simple:
t

Section I. Equality of rights
under the law shall not be
denied or abridged by the
United States or any State on
account of sex.
Section 2. The Congress
shall have the power to enforce,
by
appropriate
legislation, the provisions of
the article.
Section 3. This amendment
shall take effect two years
after the date of ratification.
The ERA's basic principle is
that sex should not be a factor
, io determining legal rights for
anyone. Contrary to popular
belief, women still do not
enjoy the same constitutional
protection as men. Court
decisions have declined to
protect women, even under
the Fourteenth Amendment.
The U.S. Civil Rights
Commission has shown there
are 800 federal laws which

treat men and women differently. Also, a woman's
rights very considerably from
state to state. The ERA would
provide basic protection for
all American women.
Many
Americans
still
regard the ERA as the
brainchild of the "Women's
Liberation" movement which
began in the sixties. Actually,
the Amendment was first
introduced in Congress in
1923. three years after the
suffrage amendment was
ratified. The ERA was endorsed by the Republican
Party in 1940 and by the
Democratic Party in 1944.
After
the
House
of
Representatives
and
the
Senate passed the ERA 1971
and 1972. respectively, the
Amendment was then sent to
the states for ratification.
By 1977, 35 states had
ratified the ERA. Only three
more state ratifications are
needed for the amendment to
become law. Let's proudly
make Virginia one of them.
Write your congressmen and
let them know your views.
Contact
the
Virginia
Ratification Council. 6 North
5th St.. Richmond. Va.. 23219,
for more advice.
Mary F. Raptiste
Fwing. Virginia

Books, not beer
To the editor:

I object to the ad appearing in the Oct.
12 issue of The Breeze which states
"Why Study? Drink Pabst Instead."
This type of advertisement should not
be supported by the University community.
In my opinion, this ad
demonstrates a total lack of responsibility on the part of its sponsors.
Recreational beer drinking is a matter
of personal choice but to encourage
students to drink instead of study runs
contrary to our purpose for being here.
Bavin1 .!. Hay
\ssistant Professor
Social Work Program

graduating magna cum laude.

Perhaps it is time JMU
stopped candy-coating its
admission
requirements,
worrying about its image and
got down to the real purpose it
exists: to educate students.
Everyone knows the quality
of an athletic program is
important to the image of a
major university. A school's
image affects its funding and
alumni contributions which
are necessary to improve the
educational
quality
for
everyone. But JMU bears the
name of a man with principles. Is an athletic image so
desired that principles do not
matter?
The quality of students and
the quality of education does
not have to change to have a
good athletic program. No

doubt it is easier to bend the
rules, but that sets a bad
example Above all. it is
exactly what the JMU officials insist they are against:
conformity.
Donna Si/emore
Mexandria. Va.
Fdilor's
note:
Donna
si/emore was the 19X0-81 news
editor for The Breeze.

Send letters to the
editor to The Breeze.
Wine-Price
Building.
Typed, double-spaced
letters are preferred;
all letters must include
the author's name,
address and telephone
number.

Robb ads mislead
To the editor:

During the last month,
advertisements for gubernatorial candidate Democrat
Chuck Robb have appeared at
JMU. This disturbs me
because these advertisements
are fabricated, at best. They
attempt to make ROOD
someone he is not.
The advertisements attempt to picture Robb as a
fiscal conservative: one who
opposses high taxes and big
government.
Nothing
is
further from the truth. Great
Society liberals—like Robb—
do not get elected in Virginia.
Thus. Robb is trying to hide
under a neo-conservative
tone. But his actions and
words prove him to be a
liberal.
In the past Robb has supported Jimmy Carter and
Henry Howell. yet he claims
to support the Reagan,
economic plan.
Robb has implied that he
would
increase
taxes:
"Virginia needs a governor

who can work with the
General Assembly." It is the
legislature that is proposing a
tax hike!
Robb
would
enlarge
Virginia's government. As
lieutenant governor, Robb
enlarged his office staff. He
also supports Gerald Baliles'
tax increase. As attorney
general. Coleman has helped
Virginia achieve tough sentences for criminals.
Marshall Coleman. Nathan
Miller and Wyatt Durrette are
all experienced, honorable,
and capable men who are best
suited to govern Virginia.
Their opponents are inexperienced
and
liberal.
Virginians have elected three
consecutive
Republican
governors in the recent past.
The-state's economy and wellbeing have benefitted from.it.
If Virginians truly want to
keep a good thing going, they
will vote for Republicans
Coleman, Miller and Durrette. •
Steve

Rossie

>

TKE brother
remembered

Tn the editor:
The hardest thing in life to
accept is death. Hundreds of
people starve to death every
day in countries far away
from ours. But when a death
occurs to someone we love,
our brother, that tragic event
makes us realize we have no
control over life. The blank
stares and the feelings of rage
which accompany this kind of
tragedy will eventually fade
into the complacent acceptance of the power of a
force that we, the living,
cannot even begin to comprehend.
On Oct. 23,1981, the brothers
of Tau Kappa Epsilon were
humbled by the tragic death of
our brother. Kevin Reineke.
Kevin exemplified everything
the average college student
stands for. But to call him

"average" is a great injustice. Kevin was the type of
person who could walk into
any situation and immediately feel at home. He
was funny, considerate and
endearing. He enjoyed people
and life.

We can take consolation in
the fact that Kevin lived his
life to the fullest, never
looking back. His spirit should
be an inspiration to us all.
.Tames Madison University
has suffered a great loss with
the passing of this young man.
We lost not only a friend but a
brother.
The Brothers of Tan Kappa
Fpsilon
Editor's
note:
Kevin
Reineke was killed in in automobile
accident in Middletown, Md. on Oct. 13.
He was not attending JMU ttaii
semester.
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l.uray Caverns, located about past New
Market, is one of the most popular
caverns in the area. (Top right to left,
counterclockwise) LOOKING UP at a
stalactite, one sees what appears to be
millions of spears aiming downward.
I.uray Caverns is filled with numerous
chamber rooms with stalagmites and
stalactites of various shapes and sizes.
These unique shapes are formed when
water and minerals are deposited. The
shapes become hardened after the

Photos by Yo Nagaya

water evaporates. The Fried Eggs,
similar to the Racon Formations in the
Shenaudoah Caverns, is also a natural
formation formed from the cavern's
limestone. This particular shape,
however, resembles two fried eggs.
Chamber after chamber is filled with
the stalagmite and stalactite formations. Some of them reach completely from the cavern's ceiling to the
floor, giving an awesome, needleshaped design to the chamber.

rih't

